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First  and  foremost,  thanks  to  everyone  who  wants  to  participate  in  this  most
important work for the Gods and our future as Satanists. The magnitude of this
work is great.

Alchemist  has  been  appointed  now  as  the  caretaker  for  translation  projects,
generally speaking. This means he will do his best to help everyone else here, and
assist people, filtering out translations which will be organized and sent to me.

The rules will be the following:

1.  New communities must  come in contact  with old communities,  to NOT have
overlap on already translated work. There are many communities that have had
SUCCESSFULLY  done  major  translation  works  [such  as  Italians]  who  have
translated 90%+ of the Sites, or Turkish.

The appointed leaders on these projects will remain as they are, but extra help with
more  people  taking  other  things  has  to  happen  so  we  finish  everything.  More
manpower, more work. Many projects are already largely successful.

2. In regards to how I will help, that will be in every way possible. I unfortunately do
not  have the  time to  tend directly  to  any  translation,  although I  have been no
exception in this and have worked on translations before.

My duties will be therefore:

1. Taking the assembled things and putting them appropriately in the Official JoS
Library, linking to official JoS sites

2. Providing the infrastructure needed for ANY AND ALL translated sites, so they
can run undisturbed, at no cost of anyone specifically, and so that nobody will have
to do any tasks of booking domains.

This should be exclusively going through the JoS for both safety and convenience
reasons.  We will  also be making sure these remain up,  operational,  accessible
everywhere, worldwide.

3.  Making sure the above not only succeeds, but spreads as much as possible
regionally [others will help with this, too]

4. Any very serious organization issues, keeping peace, or dealing with any matters
that cannot be dealt between members, I will  be available to help and converse
with, on any project and language.

https://ancient-forums.com/viewtopic.php?p=261358#p261358


Additionally, there will be rewards for translators and those who have worked on
JoS translations. These will be spiritual rewards. Of course, this draws the positive
attention of  Satan and the Gods,  and is a very high type of  work and a direct
service to our beloved Gods.

PRAISE SATAN AND HAIL THE GODS!!!

- High Priest Hooded Cobra 666
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